
Cloud eSIM solutions

Workz overview

Get the complete eSIM solution

Workz offers a true end-to-end cloud-based eSIM solution; from module production to provisioning and 
eSIM orchestration. No other provider enables telcos to do more than Workz.

Channel management
Onboard sales channels (enterprises, MVNXs, OEMs) faster and save admin time with a 
multi-tenant system to efficiently manage growing channels with admin self-care, 
white-labelling, and access control. 

Profile development
Streamline profile type creation, testing, approval, and reduce risk with the Workz Profile 
Wizard, an auto profile creation tool to cut development time, risk, and cost. 

Profile management
Easily manage the profile lifecycle with online control of profile approval, activation, 
deactivation etc. as well as bulk profile management, consolidated reporting, and smart 
automation of distribution timing and quantities.

Order management 
Online order management streamlines profile ordering. The system provides you with 
inventory tracking via automated emails, advising top-up volumes based on burn rates to 
minimise the risk of profile stock-outs. This module also provides data management features 
to facilitate transfer, verification, and approval to reduce the risk of mismatching input files 
with profile types.
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The global leader in cloud-based eSIM solutions
Hailed as the most complete and innovative eSIM solution
Recognised as the quickest time to market for eSIM deployment
Over 25 years’ experience providing SIM solutions  
150+ telcos in 80+ countries
Highly collaborative turnkey solution for eSIM lifecycle management
Personalised service dedicated to telcos 



Profile delivery 
Intelligent Profile Delivery is a smart feature that automatically detects and assigns the correct 
profile for a device based on pre-assigned criteria. On-demand personalisation enables real-time 
changes in profile values such as network name, and point-of-sale features enable activation 
codes to be sent directly from the system.

Profile VAS
Value-added services to support your requirements include a range of SIM applets: multi-IMSI 
smart network switching and IoT Safe, plus custom applet development, and OTA capabilities.

Plus a full suite of optional extras
With leading embedded module, SIM manufacturing, data personalisation, cloud entitlement to activate 
companion devices, and a range of onboarding and discovery solutions, Workz caters for all your IoT needs.

hello@workz.com www.workz.com

Workz consumer eSIM
solution overview
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First cloud-based eSIM solution with easy 
plug-and-play deployment
Regional cloud hosting hubs in the US, Europe and Dubai 
First interoperable multi-tenancy solution to easily 
manage all sales channels and partners
Data securely partitioned as per GSMA protocols
Strong roadmap of solutions 
End-to-end service with responsive technical support


